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Abstract Rapid motor responses to visual stimuli can involve
both the activation and inhibition of motor responses. Here,
we trace the early processing dynamics of response genera-
tion, examining whether activation and inhibition events form
a strict sequence when elicited by sequential stimuli, as we
would expect if motor events are driven by fast, stimulus-
triggered feedforward sweeps. We employed identical stimuli
in two complementary paradigms. In response priming, re-
sponses to a target stimulus are speeded or slowed by a
masked prime triggering the same or an alternative response,
respectively. By prolonging the prime–target interval, the
response-priming effect can reverse to form the negative com-
patibility effect (NCE), especially when the mask contains
response-relevant features. We report two experiments in
which primed pointing movements going in ten possible di-
rections were measured with response-relevant, response-ir-
relevant, or no masks interleaved between the primes and
targets, while selective visual attention was varied. We
showed that in response priming, initial responses are con-
trolled exclusively by the prime. In the NCE, however, even
the earliest movement phase is controlled jointly by the prime,
mask, and target information, and a massive force in
counterdirection to the primed response reverses the priming
effects specifically for slow responses. We conclude that re-
sponse priming reflects a strict sequence of feedforward re-
sponse activations, whereas the activation/inhibition events in
the NCE are not strictly serial, but integrate information from
the different stimuli over time. Even though the mask features

and visual attention modulate the NCE, its major source is a
mask-induced, direction-specific thrust reversal of the initial
response.
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Our visuomotor system has adapted to respond quickly to envi-
ronmental stimuli, translating visual information into motor ac-
tion almost in real time (Milner&Goodale, 1995). Such visually
guided action may involve both the activation and inhibition of
motor responses. Consider a tennis player trying to return a ball.
A skilled player will be able to use the ball’s early trajectory to
prepare a good response. But when the ball touches the net and
unexpectedly changes its trajectory, the current responsemust be
quickly inhibited and replaced with a new one, possibly in the
middle of a sprint in the wrong direction.

To understand how visual stimuli can exert online control
over motor activation and inhibition, it is necessary to figure
out fundamental properties of their processing dynamics. One
such property is whether neuronal processing is feedforward
or recurrent. Lamme and Roelfsema (2000; Bullier, 2001;
Kirchner & Thorpe, 2006; Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996;
VanRullen & Koch, 2003; VanRullen & Thorpe, 2001,
2002) have proposed that a newly appearing visual stimulus
elicits a wave of neuronal activation that spreads from poste-
rior to anterior areas of the cortex quickly enough that the cells
first reached by the wave front have to pass on their activation
essentially with the next spike fired, without being able to
process feedback about their own activity. In macaque mon-
keys, this fast feedforward sweep can reach executive motor
areas within about 150 ms after stimulus onset, and it could be
the basis of stimulus-driven motor responses that are fast and
automatized and may not be accessible to conscious aware-
ness. While the feedforward wave front is progressing, loops
of recurrent feedback quickly form in the wake of the wave
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front. Finally, the recurrent loops forming between widespread
brain areas establish a necessary condition for visual aware-
ness and cognitive control (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000).

Motor activation in response priming

The time course of stimulus-triggered motor activation can be
studied in response-priming tasks (Klotz & Neumann, 1999;
Klotz &Wolff, 1995; Vorberg, Mattler, Heinecke, Schmidt, &
Schwarzbach, 2003). In a typical response-priming task, par-
ticipants perform a speeded response to a target stimulus that
is preceded by a prime stimulus triggering either the same
response as the target (consistent prime) or the opposite re-
sponse (inconsistent prime). In many experiments, the target
serves the additional purpose of reducing the visibility of the
prime by backward masking (Breitmeyer & Öğmen, 2006),
but primes can just as well be shown unmasked in a flanker
design (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; F. Schmidt, Haberkamp, &
Schmidt, 2011; Schwarz & Mecklinger, 1995). Consistent
primes speed up responses to the target, whereas inconsistent
primes slow down responses, and this response-priming effect
increases with increasing time interval between the prime on-
set and the target onset (stimulus-onset asynchrony, SOA;
Vorberg et al., 2003).

Response priming mainly occurs because of a motor con-
flict generated by the prime- and target-triggered motor acti-
vations. This was first demonstrated in the time course of
lateralized readiness potentials (LRPs), which start out time-
locked to the prime, first develop in the direction specified by
the prime, and only later proceed in the direction specified by
the actual target (Eimer & Schlaghecken, 1998; Klotz,
Heumann, Ansorge, & Neumann, 2007; Leuthold & Kopp,
1998; Vath & Schmidt, 2007; Verleger, Jaśkowski, Aydemir,
van der Lubbe, & Groen, 2004). The same pattern of sequen-
tial response activation can be observed in overt response
behavior, such as the kinematics of primed pointing responses
(Brenner & Smeets, 2004; T. Schmidt, 2002) or the time
course of force deployment in isometric buttonpresses (F.
Schmidt,Weber, & Schmidt, 2014). These studies have shown
that inconsistent primes are able to mislead pointing move-
ments in the wrong direction, such that the initial behavioral
response is time-locked to the prime, first proceeds in the
direction specified by the prime, and only then proceeds in
the target direction (F. Schmidt et al., 2014; T. Schmidt, 2002;
T. Schmidt, Niehaus, & Nagel, 2006; T. Schmidt & Schmidt,
2009; cf. Song & Nakayama, 2009). The priming effect in-
creases with prime–target SOA, because the prime has pro-
gressively more time to direct the response in the correct or the
incorrect direction. Also, an inconsistent prime can provoke a
response error, so that incorrect responses are fast errors that
occur predominantly in inconsistent trials at long SOAs.
Vorberg et al. (2003), Mattler and Palmer (2012), and

Schubert, Palazova, and Hutt (2013) have provided models
and simulations of these response-activation processes.

Reversal of priming effects

Surprisingly, the response-priming effect can reverse at long
prime–target SOAs. This negative compatibility effect (NCE),
discovered by Eimer and Schlaghecken (1998), has been used
in many experiments to study the time course of response
inhibition (for reviews, see Klauer & Dittrich, 2010; Sumner,
2007). Eimer and Schlaghecken (1998) employed double ar-
rows (<< or >>) as the primes and targets. A 17-ms prime was
immediately followed by a 100-ms mask constructed from the
superposition of left- and right-pointing double arrows. The
mask was immediately followed by a target that was either
consistent with the prime (pointing in the same direction, thus
requiring the same response) or inconsistent (requiring the
opposite response). Surprisingly, the authors found that re-
sponses were slower and error rates were higher when the
primes and targets were consistent than when they were in-
consistent—a reversal of the priming effect normally expect-
ed. They traced the effect in lateralized readiness potentials,
observing a sequence of three response activations: an initial
activation of the prime-related response at a fixed time after
prime onset, followed by a transient activation of the opposite
(antiprime) response, and finally an activation of the target-
related response. Obviously, the antiprime activation was
what reversed the priming effect. Lingnau and Vorberg
(2005) examined the dynamics of this effect in a parametric
study employing a prime arrow, a metacontrast mask 70 ms
after prime onset, and a target arrow. They showed that prim-
ing effects turn from positive to negative at progressively lon-
ger prime–target SOAs, and that stimuli that are stronger in
terms of retinal size or proximity to fixation evoke a larger
NCE that begins at earlier SOAs.

Eimer and Schlaghecken (1998) explained reverse priming
effects by an automatic inhibition1 of the prime response and
concomitant disinhibition of the antiprime response in a
winner-takes-all system. Their 1998 article suggested that this
inhibition is triggered by the mask because the mask interrupts
the sensory evidence for a prime-related response. In subse-
quent studies, they argued that this Bremoval^ of sensory

1 In principle, inhibitory control of motor actions in priming tasks can
occur in a bottom-up or a top-down fashion (Boy, Husain, & Sumner,
2010), and consequently can take the form of reactive or proactive control
(Braver, 2012). Feedforward processing could be the basis of stimulus-
driven inhibition, such as is required when processing a sudden stop
signal (de Jong, Coles, Logan, & Gratton, 1990; Logan & Cowan,
1984; van Gaal, Ridderinkhof, van den Wildenberg, & Lamme, 2009)
or when alternative responses inhibit each other in a winner-takes-all
system. In contrast, recurrent processing could be the basis of top-down
cognitive control (Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994; Rogers & Monsell,
1995).
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evidence coincides with the prime’s disappearance from visu-
al awareness (Eimer & Schlaghecken, 2002; Schlaghecken &
Eimer, 2002), and that the prime itself triggers its own inhibi-
tion, provided that its initial Bperceptual strength^ exceeds a
threshold (Eimer & Schlaghecken, 2002, 2003; also see Klapp
& Hinkley, 2002). Praamstra and Seiss (2005) suggested that
the prime could also trigger its own inhibition automatically,
independent of its conscious visibility. Indeed, an NCE can be
obtained, no matter whether the prime is strongly masked
(Verleger et al., 2004) or clearly visible (Jaśkowski, 2007b).

In contrast to the self-inhibition accounts, many authors
have pointed out the role of the mask features in the inhibition
process. Eimer and Schlaghecken (1998) already noted that
following the prime with a mask that superimposes a prime
and an antiprime is tantamount to presenting the prime first
and then the antiprime on top of it. This involvement of fea-
tures that are already associated with specific motor responses
renders the mask response-relevant, in contrast to a response-
irrelevant mask that contained only neutral features. Lleras
and Enns (2004) proposed that the NCE results entirely from
perceptual object updating, which simply replaces the initial
representation of the prime features with a representation of
the antiprime features, with a concomitant reversal of the mo-
tor activation process. They considered this to be Bbased on a
rather ordinary mechanism of perceptual updating rather than
on the inhibition of unconsciously activated responses^ (p.
490), but this updating would ultimately lead to a sequence
of motor activations, first by the prime and then by the
antiprime features in the mask. Verleger et al. (2004) proposed
a similar account through the concept of an Bactive mask^ that
directly addresses the motor system if it contains response-
relevant features. In contrast, Jaśkowski and Przekoracka-
Krawczyk (2005; Jaśkowski, 2007a) viewed response inhibi-
tion as a genuine process on top of feature-based priming.
They proposed that any mask acts as an emergency brake that
leads to mask-triggered inhibition of the currently active re-
sponse to the prime, irrespective of the mask’s ability to re-
duce the prime’s visibility. Jaśkowski (2007a) pointed out that
mask-triggered inhibition may be stronger following relevant
than following irrelevant masks, but in contrast to the object-
updating hypothesis, inhibition need not be limited to
response-relevant masks. Several studies have now systemat-
ically compared different mask types and generally found that
the reversal in priming effects is more likely to occur when the
mask is response-relevant (e.g., Jaśkowski & Ślósarek, 2007;
Lleras & Enns, 2004). However, NCEs have also been ob-
served with response-irrelevant masks (e.g., Lleras & Enns,
2004; Schlaghecken & Eimer, 2006; Sumner, 2008).

All these accounts of the NCE have one common feature:
They imply that (1) the initial response should be in the prime
direction and time-locked to prime onset, and (2) the later
response in the antiprime direction should be time-locked to
the mask. Thus, all of the theories agree that motor events in

the NCE, be they excitatory or inhibitory, are triggered in
sequence by stimulus events. It is this notion that we examine
in the present article.

Rapid-chase theory: Identifying strictly sequential
processing

Lamme and Roelfsema’s (2000) theory of feedforward versus
recurrent processing can explain response priming as resulting
from sequential feedforward sweeps triggered in turn by the
primes and targets. However, the notion of a feedforward pro-
cessing stage in human vision is debatable, because feedback
mechanisms within and between visual areas can be rapid
(Bullier, 2001, 2004; Roland, 2010; Sillito, Cudeiro, & Jones,
2006), and information might be processed at different rates in
parallel streams (Chen et al., 2007; Merigan & Maunsell,
1993). Because it is mostly impossible to directly observe
the feedforward sweep in human participants, we have pro-
vided some bridging principles that link feedforward process-
ing to overt behavior in response priming and related tasks.

Indeed, several studies have shown that the early time
course of primed pointing movements (T. Schmidt et al.,
2006; T. Schmidt & Schmidt, 2009) and LRPs (Vath &
Schmidt, 2007) depends only on prime, but not on the target
characteristics. In other words, the initial response is con-
trolled exclusively by the prime, as would be predicted for a
simple feedforward system that processes primes and targets
in strict sequence. T. Schmidt et al. (2006) studied primed
pointing responses to color stimuli, using primes and targets
of either high or low color saturation as well as different types
of targets. The initial time courses of the priming effects
depended exclusively on the onset time and saturation of the
primes but were independent of the onset time of the actual
targets. Similarly, Vath and Schmidt (2007) studied keypress
responses with primes and targets that could independently be
high or low in color saturation. Again, the initial priming
effects in LRPs depended only on the prime onset and prime
saturation, but were independent of target onset or target sat-
uration. In both studies, only later segments of the priming
effects were influenced by the characteristics of the actual
target, but the initial time course of the response was invariant
when locked to prime onset. This pattern of strictly sequential
response control by primes and targets can also be demonstrat-
ed in the time course of response force in isometric keypress
responses (F. Schmidt et al., 2014) and in analyses of response
time distributions (F. Schmidt & Schmidt, 2014; see Panis &
Hermens, 2014, for an alternative technique).

T. Schmidt et al. (2006; T. Schmidt et al., 2011) proposed
that primes and targets elicit feedforward sweeps that traverse
the visuomotor system in strict sequence, without any tempo-
ral overlap (rapid-chase theory of response priming). The
prime and target sweeps are able to directly initiate the motor
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responses assigned to them without a need for conscious con-
trol (the principle of direct parameter specification: Neumann,
1990; cf. Kunde, Kiesel, & Hoffmann, 2003). The prime sig-
nal reaches motor areas first, initiating a response and continu-
ing to direct the response until the target signal takes over
response control from the prime. Because the response delay
is much longer than the prime–target interval, the overt re-
sponse starts after both primes and targets have been present-
ed, but initially it follows information from the prime, not the
target. Priming effects in response times and error rates in-
crease with prime–target SOA because the prime has progres-
sively more time to drive the response on its own when the
target is further delayed. The feedforward properties of such a
system would show in the time course of the motor response
as follows (chase criteria: T. Schmidt et al., 2006; see T.
Schmidt, 2014, for formal definitions):

1. Prime rather than target signals determine the onset and
initial direction of the response (initiation criterion).

2. Target signals are able to influence the response before it
is completed (takeover criterion).

3. The movement kinematics initially depend on the prime
characteristics only and are independent of all target char-
acteristics (independence criterion).

The initiation and independence criteria describe exclusive
initial response control by the prime, and the takeover criteri-
on is needed to guarantee that the target has not been ignored.
The chase criteria bridge the gap between a theoretically pro-
posed feedforward sweep and the observable behavior, such
that a stimulus–response system meeting these criteria will be
behaviorally equivalent to a simple feedforward system. Note
that the rapid-chase account does allow for local recurrence, as
long as sequential input signals still lead to strictly sequential
motor output. Further note that rapid-chase processing re-
quires that the first sweep be independent of the second sweep,
but not vice versa. Therefore, the criteria demand that initial
processing be controlled exclusively by the prime, but not that
later processing be controlled exclusively by the target (T.
Schmidt, 2014).

In this article, we used the chase criteria to test a fundamen-
tal question implicit in all major theories of response priming
and the NCE: Can effects be explained by a strict sequence of
excitatory or inhibitory motor events triggered in turn by the
prime, mask, and target stimuli? We trace response priming
and the NCE in the time course of unfolding pointing re-
sponses, looking for motor effects that are time-locked to the
onsets of the various stimuli. We showed that such time-
locking is evident in the regular, positive response-priming
effect, whereas the time course of the NCE defies an explana-
tion in terms of strictly sequential response activation or inhi-
bition.We concluded that regular response priming can indeed
be explained by a simple sequence of visuomotor feedforward

sweeps. In contrast, the NCE involves the temporal integration
of prime and target information prior to movement onset, re-
vealing a fundamental processing difference between the pos-
itive and reverse priming effects. Strikingly, our data reveal
that the response inhibition in the NCE is in fact a massive
counterforce to the primed response, starting 350 ms after
mask onset and working precisely contrary to the prime
direction.

Experiment 1

Experiment 1was designed to investigate theNCE in primed
pointingmovements.Theexperiment had several objectives.
First,wewere interested in how theNCEwould developover
time in the unfolding motor response. Second, we tried to
clarify the role of the mask in the NCE by comparing trials
without any masks to trials with response-irrelevant and
response-relevant masks. Third, we wanted to elucidate the
role of visual attention in the NCE. Previous research had
indicated that response-priming effects are boosted by visual
attention, both space-based (T. Schmidt & Seydell, 2008)
and feature-based (F. Schmidt & Schmidt, 2010). The role
of attention in the NCE is less clear. Sumner, Tsai, Yu, and
Nachev (2006) showed that theNCE is largerwhen the prime
location is attended rather thanunattended, and that the effect
is similar to when the prime’s luminance contrast is in-
creased. However, it is unclear whether attention affects the
NCEby enhancing response-relevant features or byboosting
response inhibition. One additional aim of the experiment
was therefore to get further insight into how attention am-
plifies the NCE.

We employed a paradigm introduced by T. Schmidt and
Seydell (2008). We studied the impact of endogenously con-
trolled attention (Yantis & Serences, 2003) on response prim-
ing by presenting a circular configuration of ten possible tar-
gets (horizontal and vertical bars) preceded by ten primes (also
horizontal and vertical bars) and ten masks at the same posi-
tions (Fig. 1). The stimulus configurations were such that
neighboring stimuli would be alternately horizontal and verti-
cal, and a horizontal target or prime would always lie opposite
to a vertical one. Participants responded to one pair of oppos-
ing targets by pointing to the horizontal one of the pair (two-
alternative forced choice). To knowwhich of the target pairs to
respond to, they had to process a cue presented before prime
onset, which indicated the relevant pair of opposing targets
(the relevant locations). We expected that visual attention
would gradually mold into the cued stimulus positions,
allowing for more efficient stimulus processing at the attended
locations (T. Schmidt & Seydell, 2008). We varied the time
available for the deployment of attention by using two differ-
ent cueing intervals, 100 and 500 ms, based on our previous
experiments.
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This paradigm has two major advantages over traditional
cueing tasks. First, visual selection of the cued locations is
necessary for performing the task in the first place (Bselection
for action^; Allport, 1989). Therefore, the cue cannot be ig-
nored, as in tasks of the Posner (1980) type. Second, in the
absence of spatial selection, no spatially directed influence of
the primes on the pointing movements would be expected,
because numerous primes of opposite orientations are ar-
ranged evenly around the resting position. Therefore, any ob-
servation of spatially directed priming effects would demon-
strate that spatial selection must have taken place, constituting
a check whether the attentional manipulation was effective.

Finally, the most important purpose of the experiment was
to apply the chase criteria to the NCE. To work out specific
predictions from rapid-chase theory, consider a spatial mea-
sure of the priming effect, defined as the difference between
finger positions in consistent and inconsistent trials at corre-
sponding points in time (Fig. 2a). The spatial priming effect is
expected to start out in the negative direction if an inconsis-
tently primed response lags behind a consistently primed re-
sponse (regular, positive priming effect). In a feedforward
system (Fig. 2b), priming effects should start at a fixed time
after prime onset and follow an invariant initial time course;
that is, there is a stretch of time over which the movement is
exclusively controlled by the prime for a period depending on
the prime–target SOA. As the target takes control of the re-
sponse, the priming trajectories branch off from the initial
common time course in the order of SOAs. In contrast, in a
system in which the prime, mask, and target signals are inte-
grated, fused, or have temporal overlap prior to movement

onset (Fig. 2c), the onset of priming effects should still be
time-locked to the prime onset. However, they should form a
branching pattern right from the start of the movement, be-
cause progressively shorter SOAs would lead to a progres-
sively larger influence of the target information relative to
the prime information.2

Method

Participants Eight students from the University of Giessen
(age 21–31 years, four of themmale, all of them right-handed)
volunteered for a payment of €42. Their vision was normal or
corrected to normal, and all of them gave informed consent.

Apparatus and stimuli The experiment was controlled by a
300-MHz PC driving a 14-in. VGA color monitor (640 ×
480 pixels) in synchrony with the monitor retrace rate of
60 Hz. The monitor image was projected onto a workspace
via a set of two mirrors, such that participants had the impres-
sion that the stimuli appeared directly on the workspace,
where participants could interact with them. The workspace
was tilted toward the participant by 44° out of the transversal
plane at 70 cm viewing distance, and was illuminated such
that participants could view their hand superimposed on the
stimuli. Pointing responses were recorded by a POLHEMUS

2 Grainger, Scharnowski, Schmidt, and Herzog (2013) distinguished fea-
ture fusion from feature integration. Integration describes any process
whereby two stimuli have a combined impact instead of separate impacts,
whereas fusion describes a special case in which the stimuli are combined
into a single conscious representation.

Fig. 1 Paradigm used in all experiments. In every trial, ten primes were
presented, followed by ten targets, such that the stimuli were alternately
horizontal and vertical, and each vertical stimulus lay opposite a
horizontal one. The cue could point along any of the five possible axes
and marked the response-relevant target locations. Participants had to

point from the central fixation point to the horizontal target on the cued
axis. Between the prime and target onsets, either no masks, response-
irrelevant masks (circles), or response-relevant masks (horizontal and
vertical bars superimposed) were presented. The two experiments only
differed in the timing of these stimuli
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FASTRAK magnetic tracking device in synchrony with stim-
ulus presentation, and were sampled at 120 Hz. Participants
used a sensor stylus to point to stimuli projected onto the
workspace.

The primes and targets were small outline rectangles (1.40°
× 0.47°; 1 mm ≈ 0.082° of visual angle). The masks, if pre-
sented, consisted either of outline circles (diameter 1.13°) or
of horizontal and vertical rectangles (superimposed to form a
Bplus^ sign). The fixation point in the center of the screen had
a diameter of 0.12°. The ten prime, mask, and target stimuli
were spaced equally around the fixation point at regular 36°
intervals, forming a circle with radius 4.68°. These stimuli
were preceded by a spatial cue at the fixation point, consisting
of two bars (0.94° each) pointing at two opposite target loca-
tions. All stimuli were presented in white (83.00 cd/m2)
against a dark background (0.07 cd/m2).

Procedure Each trial started with the appearance of the cen-
tral fixation point (see Fig. 1). The participants placed the
pointing stylus on the fixation point and started the trial by
pressing the space bar. After a variable delay, the cue was
presented for 50 ms in the center of the screen. Following a
cue–prime SOA of either 100 or 500 ms, the ten primes were
presented for 17 ms. Then, 50 ms after prime onset, masks
were presented for 17 ms at the same positions as the primes,
consisting of either no stimulus at all (no mask), neutral circles
( irrelevant mask), or horizontal and vertical bars
superimposed (relevant mask). Finally, the ten targets were
presented at prime–target SOAs of either 83, 133, 183, or
233 ms (chosen to cover a range from strongly positive to
clearly negative priming effects) and remained on screen until
participants had finished the response. Participants responded
by performing a speeded pointing movement with the tip of

Fig. 2 (a) Spatial priming effects are defined as the spatial difference of
the sensor positions in inconsistent minus consistent trials when the
movement trajectories are projected onto the imaginary line connecting
the cued positions. Negative values indicate that the sensor position is
closer to the target in consistent trials than in inconsistent trials at the same
point in time. (b) Spatial priming effects expected under rapid-chase con-
ditions. When response control is strictly sequential, the initial time
course of the pointing response must be invariant when time-locked to

prime onset, because the response must at first be determined exclusively
by the prime. Spatial priming effects for progressively later prime–target
SOAs should branch off one by one from the initial invariant time course.
(c) Spatial priming effects expected when the prime and target informa-
tion integrates before movement onset. The shorter the prime–target
stimulus-onset asynchrony, the smaller the impact of the prime on the
motor response. Therefore, spatial priming effects are expected to form
a fan-shaped pattern right from the start of the overt response
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the stylus (held in the preferred hand like a pencil) from the
fixation point to the horizontal target at one of the two cued
locations. The time interval from fixation onset to target onset
was constant at 1,500 ms, to allow for optimal preparation for
response to the target. The prime shapes were either all con-
sistent or all inconsistent with the target shapes. All stimulus
combinations of consistency, cueing interval, prime–target
SOA, and mask type occurred equiprobably and
pseudorandomly in a completely crossed repeated measures
design (16 repetitions of each combination per participant and
session, allowing us to obtain reliable data patterns at the level
of individual participants). In each trial, the correct target lo-
cation was drawn randomly from a uniform distribution.

We employed two tasks under identical stimulus condi-
tions: a speeded target identification task (Target ID, designed
to measure priming effects) and a prime identification task
(Prime ID, designed to measure discrimination performance
for the primes). In the Target ID task, participants pointed as
quickly as possible to the horizontal one of the two cued target
stimuli, as described above. In the Prime ID task, they tried to
point without time pressure to the horizontal one of the two
cued prime stimuli. Note that both tasks were two-alternative
forced choice tasks (Green & Swets, 1966; Macmillan &
Creelman, 2005), because participants had to consider the
two cued locations only, which always contained one horizon-
tal and one vertical prime and target. Furthermore, both tasks
employed the same stimuli and cueing procedure, and we took
care that the Prime ID task would focus on exactly the stimu-
lus information (prime shape) that would drive the priming
effect in the Target ID task (T. Schmidt & Vorberg, 2006).

Data acquisition stopped when the sensor had entered a
sphere of 17-mm radius around any of the two admissible
target positions for at least 50ms. The arrival timewas defined
as the time when the sensor first crossed the boundary of this
sphere. After each response, a 100-ms, 1000-Hz tone indicat-
ed that the response had been registered. Error feedback was
not given.

Participants performed five 1-h sessions of Target ID,
followed by a 1-h session of Prime ID, each consisting of
one practice block followed by 16 blocks of 48 trials. After
each block, participants received summary feedback about
their average response time and were allowed to take a brief
pause. After the final session, participants were debriefed and
received an explanation of the experiment.

Statistical methods Trials in Target ID task were excluded if
arrival times were shorter than 100ms or longer than 1,000 ms
(1.30 % of trials). In addition, trials were excluded when par-
ticipants failed to respond or when they hit one of the invalid
target locations (5.79 % of trials in Target ID, 2.61 % in Prime
ID). Only correct responses entered the analysis of movement
trajectories. The error rates were arcsine-transformed to fit the
requirements for analysis of variance. All analyses for the

Prime ID task were calculated, depending on the experiment,
with the factors Mask (M), Prime–Target SOA (S), and Cue-
ing Interval (I). All analyses for the Target ID task were cal-
culated separately for each masking condition (no mask, irrel-
evant mask, or relevant mask) and, depending on the experi-
ment, with the factors Consistency (C), Prime–Target SOA,
and Cueing Interval. All analyses of variance are reportedwith
Huynh–Feldt corrected p values; F values are reported with
subscripts indicating the respective effects. All significant ef-
fects are reported.

Pointing movements were sampled in all three spatial di-
mensions and then projected onto the line connecting the cor-
rect and incorrect target locations, yielding single-valued,
time-dependent measures of the sensor positions along that
line for consistent and inconsistent trials [movement
trajectories: fcon(t), fincon(t)]. The trajectorial priming
functionswere defined as the differences between inconsistent
and consistent movement trajectories, fincon(t) – fcon(t). Kine-
matic parameters were extracted from these functions by a
jackknifing procedure and statistically tested with the correc-
tions derived by Ulrich and Miller (2001).3 We extracted sev-
eral parameters to characterize the priming process in both the
temporal and spatial domains. Arrival times were calculated
by setting a spatial criterion (17.00-mm radius around correct
target) and then evaluating the point in time when the move-
ment crossed this boundary. Arrival times are given relative to
target onset. Temporal priming effects were defined as the
differences between the arrival times ai in inconsistent and
consistent trials (aincon – acon). Spatial priming effects were
defined on the basis of the trajectorial priming function, which
describes how far the pointing movements in inconsistent tri-
als lag behind those in consistent trials. The peak priming
amplitude was defined as the maximum negative value (in
millimeters) achieved by the trajectorial priming function, or,
where appropriate, as the maximum positive value. We also
extracted the time of this peak amplitude.

Results

Overall time course of pointing responses Figure 3 shows
the time courses of pointing responses separately for all
masking conditions and cueing intervals. In consistent trials,
responses start roughly 300 ms after prime onset and then
proceed in the correct direction, whereas responses in incon-
sistent trials tend to be delayed (a regular, positive response-
priming effect). The priming effect is especially strong in the
absence of masks, where it grows with prime–target SOA. It is
very small for response-irrelevant masks, and it actually

3 Averaged trajectories entering the jackknifing procedure were smoothed
with a T4253H filter (Velleman, 1980). The filter had little effect on the
averaged trajectories but smoothed their time derivative, which was help-
ful in extracting the peak amplitude parameters.
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reverses for response-relevant masks: At long SOAs, pointing
movements in consistent trials start to lag behind those in
inconsistent trials (an NCE). Note that responses at progres-
sively longer SOAs also take longer to be initiated and carried
out. Further note that favorable attentional conditions enhance
all aspects of the movement kinematics: At the 500-ms cueing
interval, which should allow for near-optimal attentional prep-
aration, responses start earlier, proceed faster, and are com-
pleted sooner than at the 100-ms cueing interval (F. Schmidt &
Schmidt, 2010; T. Schmidt & Seydell, 2008). In the following
analysis, we look at the temporal and spatial markers of these
effects in more detail, considering each mask type separately.

Target ID: No masks In the absence of masks, only positive
priming effects were obtained. Arrivals at the correct target
position occurred later in inconsistent than in consistent trials
[FC(1, 7) = 64.22, p < .001, calculated relative to target onset].
Similarly, more response errors (arrivals at the position oppo-
site the correct target) occurred in inconsistent than in consis-
tent trials [FC(1, 7) = 7.67, p = .028] (Fig. 4, left panels). Error
rates increased with increasing prime–target SOA [FS(3, 21) =
6.47, p = .017]. Priming effects in arrival times as well as error
rates increased with prime–target SOA [FC×S(3, 21) = 4.01, p
= .028; FC×S(3, 21) = 6.89, p = .018] as well as with cueing
interval [FC×I(1, 7) = 20.70, p = .003; FC×I(1, 7) = 11.67, p =
.011]. Arrivals occurred progressively earlier with longer
prime–target SOAs [FS(3, 21) = 35.18, p < .001] and occurred
earlier for the longer cueing interval [FI(1, 7) = 44.40, p <
.001].

If the initial pointing response was controlled entirely by
the prime, the trajectorial priming functions should initially be
invariant and lie exactly on top of each other. The actual prim-
ing functions (Fig. 5, left panels) show no sign of such an
invariance in the initial time course of spatial priming effects:
The functions fan up immediately after response onset, fol-
lowing the pattern shown in Fig. 2c rather than the one pre-
dicted for a rapid-chase system in Fig. 2b. The peak amplitude
of the trajectorial priming effect was strongly negative [anal-
ysis of intercept: Fint(1, 7) = 28.43, p = .001] and was larger
for the longer cueing interval [FI(1, 7) = 55.81, p < .001]. In
the shorter cueing interval, it increased with prime–target
SOA [FS×I(3, 21) = 4.39, p = .037]. The peak amplitude was
reached earlier with a longer cueing interval [FI(1, 7) = 7.14, p
= .032] and a shorter prime–target SOA [FS(3, 21) = 141.41, p
< .001].

Target ID: Irrelevant masks Priming effects were still ob-
tained when response-irrelevant masks followed the primes,
but they were much smaller than in the no-mask condition.
Arrivals occurred later in inconsistent than in consistent trials
[FC(1, 7) = 10.93, p = .013], and inconsistent trials also pro-
duced more response errors [FC(1, 7) = 9.38, p = .018] (Fig. 4,
middle panels). Error rates increased with increasing prime–

target SOA [FS(3, 21) = 12.58, p < .001]. Priming effects
increased with prime–target SOA only in error rates [FC×S(3,
21) = 6.20, p = .003], whereas priming effects in arrival times
were affected by neither prime–target SOA nor cueing inter-
val. Arrivals occurred earlier with longer prime–target SOAs
[FS(3, 21) = 31.48, p < .001] and the longer cueing interval
[FI(1, 7) = 68.60, p < .001].

Peak amplitudes of the spatial priming effects were also
strongly reduced when compared to the no-mask condition,
but they were still detectable [Fint(1, 7) = 11.37, p = .012].
Interestingly, they tended to decrease with prime–target SOA
at the longer cueing interval [FS×I(3, 21) = 3.37, p = .053]
(Fig. 5, middle panels). The peak amplitude was reached ear-
lier with shorter prime–target SOAs [FS(3, 21) = 50.93, p <
.001] and by trend at the longer cueing interval [FI(1, 7) =
5.08, p = .059]. Thus, when the cueing interval was long,
spatial priming effects showed signs of a reversal toward the
NCE. This effect of prime–target SOA on the time of peak
amplitude was more pronounced at the longer cueing interval
[FS×I(3, 21) = 4.78, p = .011]. Importantly, we found no indi-
cation of an early invariance in the trajectorial priming func-
tions, which fanned out immediately at the time of response
onset.

Target ID: Relevant masks When primes were followed by
response-relevant masks, we expected reversals of the priming
effects. Indeed, only the shortest SOA led to regular, positive
priming effects in which arrivals occurred later in inconsistent
than in consistent trials. With longer prime–target SOAs, the
priming effects reversed [FC×S(3, 21) = 11.82, p < .001]
(Figs. 3 and 4, right panels). Priming effects in arrival times
were not modulated by cueing interval. Arrivals occurred ear-
lier with longer prime–target SOAs [FS(3, 21) = 36.01, p <
.001] and at the longer cueing interval [FI(1, 7) = 25.48, p =
.001]. Error rates increased with increasing prime–target SOA
[FS(3, 21) = 5.08, p = .008] but displayed no significant prim-
ing effects.

To work out the influence of mask type on the sign of the
priming effect in arrival times, we performed an additional
analysis of variance with the factors Cueing Interval, Mask
Type (M), and Prime–Target SOA, with priming effects as
the dependent variable. Priming effects in arrival times were
larger at the longer cueing interval [FI(1, 7) = 11.35, p = .012]
and strongly depended on mask type [FM(2, 14) = 77.82, p <
.001]. We observed an interaction of cueing interval and mask
type [FI×M(2, 14) = 14.09, p = .007], reflecting the large cue-
ing effect on priming specific to the no-mask condition. Im-
portantly, there was also an interaction of mask type and SOA
[FM×S(6, 42) = 8.81, p = .021], confirming the different time
courses of priming in the different masking conditions.
Restricting the analysis to the conditions with masks present
yielded a main effect of SOA [FS(3, 21) = 6.07, p = .002],
indicating that priming effects became smaller (more
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negative) with SOA. Importantly, a strongmain effect of mask
type emerged [FM(1, 7) = 22.03, p = .002] and an interaction
of mask type with SOA [FM×S(3, 21) = 9.54, p = .002],
reflecting the differences in the time courses of the priming
effect for relevant and irrelevant masks. The main effect of
mask type and the interaction of mask type and SOAwere also
significant in the error rates.

The gradual reversal of the priming effect with increasing
prime–target SOA in the relevant-mask condition is beautiful-
ly reflected in the spatial priming effects (Fig. 5, right panels).
Generally, these effects are bimodal, with an early negative
peak and a second, positive peak. With increasing prime–tar-
get SOA, the first peak becomes weaker and earlier, whereas
the second peak becomes stronger and earlier, until the second
peak dominates the pattern at the expense of the first peak. We
decided to analyze the two peaks separately. The amplitude of
the first peak (going negative and indicating regular priming)
[Fint(1, 7) = 3.74, p = .035] decreased with prime–target SOA
[FS(3, 21) = 8.95, p = .012] but was not significantly modu-
lated by cueing interval (Fig. 5, right panels). The peak am-
plitude was reached progressively earlier with increasing
prime–target SOA [FS(3, 21) = 4.51, p = .014], and this effect
was more pronounced at the longer cueing interval [FS×I(3,
21) = 3.74, p = .027]. The amplitude of the second peak (going
positive and indicating reverse priming) [Fint(1, 7) = 16.55, p

= .005] also increased with prime–target SOA [FS(3, 21) =
5.38, p = .020], but was not significantly modulated by cueing
interval. Even though the second peak seems to be reached
progressively earlier for longer prime–target SOAs, the time
of the positive peak was significantly modulated by neither
prime–target SOA nor cueing interval. Note that there is no
notable temporal invariance in any of these effects: Plotting
the effects relative to target rather than to prime onset does not
align the peaks, and none of them is time-locked to either
prime, mask, or target onset.

Direction-specific counterforce production Ocampo and
Finkbeiner (2013) analyzed pointing responses in the NCE
paradigm as a function of movement onset time. They showed
that the NCE only occurs in trials that start late, whereas in
trials with fast response onsets only positive priming effects
occur. Their analysis of onset times was possible because
movements started on a trajectory perpendicular to the
workspace, whereas ours started in the center of the
workspace. In inconsistent trials, it was therefore difficult for
us to determine whether a movement started before or after the
motor conflict: Depending on the interplay of response acti-
vation and response inhibition, trajectories might veer toward
the incorrect target, but theymight also be stalled by inhibition
before starting in the correct direction, rendering any onset

Fig. 3 Movement trajectories in Experiment 1, target identification task.
The solid and dashed curves indicate consistent and inconsistent trials,
respectively. All trajectories are locked to prime onset; the target onset is

marked by vertical bars. Positive values indicate movement toward the
location of the correct target, and negative values, movement toward the
location of the incorrect target
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criterion unreliable. In consistent trials, however, onsets could
be determined easily.4

Movement onset was defined as the time when the sensor
had moved 10 mm away from fixation in the direction of the
correct target (on the basis of individual trials, since an

analysis by jackknifing was not possible here). The distribu-
tion of onset times was split into quartiles separately for each
participant and condition. Figure 6 plots the results of this
analysis (consistent trials only) and reveals a surprising effect.
When responses start early (1st quartile), the pointing move-
ments in consistent trials always proceed continuously to the
correct target position. But for progressively later response
onsets (2nd to 4th quartiles), there is an increasing tendency
for initial movement in the opposite direction. Since we are
only looking at consistent trials, this movement is against the

4 We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer who was adamant through
two review processes that we analyze the effect of onset time, even
though we first believed it was impractical, given the geometry of our
task. It turns out that this analysis was the key to understanding the NCE.

Fig. 4 Arrival times (upper panels) and error rates (lower panels) in Experiment 1, target identification task. Here and in subsequent figures, error bars
denote the standard errors of the means with between-subjects variance removed, to account for the repeated measures design (Cousineau, 2005)
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direction specified by both the prime and the target. This effect
is massive in size and increases with prime–target SOA. It
starts about 350 ms after mask onset (400 ms after prime
onset) and seems to be time-locked to one of those stimuli.
Importantly, it occurs for response-irrelevant as well as rele-
vant masks, indicating that it is not based on the specific mask
features, and it is strongly reduced when masks are absent.
Moreover, it is counteracted (or removed) by the target, as is
indicated by its dependence on prime–target SOA. Finally, it
is spatially directed, indicating a force in the precise antiprime
direction.

We performed a statistical test on these inhibitory effects by
calculating the time integral under the negative-going part of
the trajectories in Fig. 6, using jackknifing techniques. An
analysis of variance with the factors Cueing Interval, Prime–
Target SOA, and Onset Quartile (Q) revealed that in the pres-
ence of response-relevant masks, the area below the x-axis (in
ms·mm) increases with onset quartile [FQ(3, 21) = 21.70, p <
.001] and prime–target SOA [FS(3, 21) = 6.33, p = .003], with
a significant interaction of both factors indicating an
overadditive effect [FQ×S(9, 63) = 3.80, p = .001]. The pattern
was similar in the irrelevant-mask condition, in which the area
increased with quartile [FQ(3, 21) = 24.38, p < .001] and
prime–target SOA [FS(3, 21) = 3.93, p = .023], with an inter-
action again indicating an overadditive effect [FQ×S(9, 63) =
3.69, p = .001]. When masks were absent, the area only

increased with onset quartile [FQ(3, 21) = 6.94, p = .002].
Note that none of these analyses reveals any effect of cueing
interval on this area measure of response inhibition. Signifi-
cant intercept tests indicated significant negative-going re-
sponses in the no-mask as well as the irrelevant-mask and
relevant-mask conditions [Fints(1, 7) = 7.34, 44.12, and
29.44; ps ≤ .030, .001, and .001, respectively]. However, the
area measure has a small bias toward negative values because
it truncates positive values that occur by random fluctuation,
so the intercept effect in the no-mask condition should be
treated with caution.

Prime ID The presence of masks strongly impaired discrim-
ination of the prime (Fig. 7). At the 100-ms cueing interval,
logistic regression with the factors Prime–Target SOA and
Mask Type (standardized so that the intercept indicates overall
performance relative to chance level) showed that prime iden-
tification performance was better without a mask than with
either relevant or irrelevant masks, Wald’s χ2

M(1) = 145.76,
p < .001, and there was an interaction of mask type and SOA,
χ2

M×S(1) = 8.45, p = .004. Separate analyses of the three
masking functions showed that they were all significantly dif-
ferent from chance, all χ2

ints(1) ≥ 16.01, all ps < .001, and that
only for the no-mask condition did performance increase with
prime–target SOA, χ2

S(1) = 10.56, p = .001. At the 500-ms
cueing interval, mask type similarly determined prime

Fig. 5 Trajectorial priming functions in Experiment 1, target identification task, defined as the difference between the corresponding solid and dashed
curves in Fig. 3. Negative values indicate that the movement in consistent trials leads the movement in inconsistent trials at the same point in time
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discrimination performance, χ2
M(1) = 255.85, p < .001.

Again, we observed an interaction of mask type and SOA,
χ2

M×S(1) = 8.60, p = .003, this time reflecting a significant
decrease of performance with SOAwhen the mask was rele-
vant, but no such change for irrelevant or absent masks. Sep-
arate analyses of the three masking functions showed that they
were all significantly different from chance, all χ2

ints(1) ≥
12.75, all ps < .001, and that only for the relevant-mask con-
dition did performance depend on prime–target SOA, χ2

S(1)
= 8.31, p = .004. This unexpected finding suggests that for
response-relevant masks, the NCE can increase with prime–

target SOA even though prime discrimination performance
decreases (double dissociation; T. Schmidt & Vorberg,
2006). Overall, the findings suggest that the NCE is unrelated
to visual awareness of the prime (Jaśkowski, 2007b; Verleger
et al., 2004).

Discussion

Our data reveal the major cause of the NCE: Response inhi-
bition in the NCE is in fact a massive counterforce to the
primed response, starting 350 ms after mask onset and

Fig. 6 Movement trajectories in Experiment 1 as a function of movement onset (quartiles: Q1–Q4). Only consistent trials are shown. Negative-going
trajectories indicate movement in the direction opposite both the prime and target
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working precisely contrary to the prime direction. In consis-
tent trials, this force is not only able to abolish the large pos-
itive priming effect, but actually drives the movement in a
direction directly opposite to that indicated by every stimulus
in the trial. Let us look at the effects of response activation and
inhibition in more detail.

Only regular, positive priming effects occur in the absence
of a mask between the prime and target onsets, even if the
prime–target SOA is long. As has been observed in many
other studies before, our data indicate that priming occurs
because primes inconsistent with the target activate the incor-
rect response, whereas consistent primes activate the correct
response. The resulting motor conflict in inconsistent trials
leads to a delay of the pointing response, or even a slight
detour of the movement in the wrong direction (T. Schmidt,
2002; T. Schmidt et al., 2006; cf. Song & Nakayama, 2009).
When the prime–target SOA becomes longer, this motor con-
flict deepens, because the misleading prime has progressively
more time to activate the wrong response, and priming effects
in response times as well as error rates become larger (Mattler
& Palmer, 2012; Schubert et al., 2013; Vorberg et al., 2003).

Tracing the time course of pointing responses allows us to
trace the development of the NCE. It is surprising that the
NCE is seen much more clearly in the early time course of
the spatial priming effect than in the finger’s arrival time (the
equivalent of a finished keypress response). It is more pro-
nounced for response-relevant than for irrelevant masks
(Jaśkowski & Ślósarek, 2007; Lleras & Enns, 2004), and it
is more pronounced at the longer cueing interval, validating
Sumner et al.’s (2006) claim that the NCE is boosted by visual
attention, just as the positive priming effects in the no-mask

condition are (F. Schmidt & Schmidt, 2010; T. Schmidt &
Seydell, 2008). Moreover, Fig. 5 reveals that the NCE is bi-
phasic: An early, positive priming component dominates the
response at shorter SOAs, and a later, negative component
dominates the response at longer SOAs—with a gradual tran-
sition between those patterns as the SOA grows longer.
Figure 6 reveals that this second, negative component reflects
direction-specific inhibition of the primed response, which
primarily affects slow responses (confirming the findings by
Ocampo & Finkbeiner, 2013). This specific inhibitory force
occurs for any type of mask, and is thus not explained by
feature-based priming from the mask elements. It is lifted by
the onset of the target, but independent of cueing interval, and
thus seems not to be boosted by visual attention. Importantly,
it is almost (but not completely) abolished when no masks are
presented between the primes and targets. These results are in
remarkable correspondence with the mask-triggered inhibi-
tion account advocated by Jaśkowski and Przekoracka-
Krawczyk (2005; Jaśkowski, 2007a). However, instead of
their metaphor of an Bemergency brake^ triggered by the
mask, we prefer the image of a rather powerful thrust reversal
of the primed response.

Aside from this unexpected finding of a strong inhibitory
counterforce to the primed response, can the response activa-
tions by prime, mask, and target stimuli be viewed as a strict
sequence of stimulus-triggered motor events? Our data show
that this is not the case. Even in the absence of any mask,
when priming effects are strongly positive, their time course
violates the chase criteria, and is thus not consistent with a
simple feedforward system (T. Schmidt et al., 2006). The ear-
liest phase of spatial priming functions is therefore not

Fig. 7 Prime discrimination performance in Experiment 1
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determined solely by the prime information. As a result, the
priming functions fan up right from the time of movement
onset (cf. Fig. 2c) instead of being initially invariant (cf.
Fig. 2b). This implies that by the time of movement onset,
information from the prime, mask, and target has already been
integrated, and the response is no longer determined by a strict
sequence of events.

Whenever masks are presented, they strongly reduce prime
identification performance, thus leading to efficient backward
masking. Note that NCEs are observed even under conditions
in which prime discrimination performance is low (50 %–
60 %), and that the time course of the NCE with respect to
prime–target SOA can even be opposite to that of prime dis-
crimination, consistent with the view that visual awareness of
the prime is not necessary for the NCE to occur (Jaśkowski,
2007b).

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 showed that the NCE cannot be explained by a
strict sequence of feedforward activations induced in turn by
primes, masks, and targets. Even when no mask is presented
and priming effects are strongly positive, they fail to conform
to the independence criterion of rapid-chase theory. Clearly,
when the pointing response starts, some integration of the
prime and target information has already occurred.

It remained to be shown that the failure to meet the chase
criteria was not due to any details of the employed para-
digm—for instance, the stimuli employed, the presence of
attentional cues, or the presence of masks. Experiment 2 was
designed to demonstrate that the time course of positive re-
sponse priming would conform to the chase criteria when the
same sequence of primes, masks, and targets was employed as
in Experiment 1, adjusted to the shorter SOA range necessary
for regular response priming.

Method

Participants Eight students from the University of Kaisers-
lautern (21–22 years of age, three of them male, all of them
right-handed) volunteered for a payment of €28. Their vision
was normal or corrected to normal, and all of them gave in-
formed consent.

Apparatus and stimuli The apparatus and stimuli were the
same as in Experiment 1. The procedure was also identical to
the one in that experiment, with the following exceptions. We
used only a single cueing interval of 500 ms and shorter inter-
vals for the prime–target SOA (33, 50, 67, and 83 ms, chosen
to cover the full time range of response priming, while
avoiding the long SOAs that would lead to an NCE). The
masks were always presented 17 ms before target onset so that

the prime could have an undisturbed impact on the motor
response for a time similar to Experiment 1. All stimulus com-
binations of consistency, prime–target SOA, and mask type
occurred equiprobably and pseudorandomly in a completely
crossed repeated measures design (25 repetitions of each com-
bination per participant and session, allowing us to obtain
reliable data patterns on the level of individual participants).
In each trial, correct target location was drawn randomly from
a uniform distribution. For this experiment, the response-
sensitive area around the target positions was slightly widened
from 17 to 20mm radius, to reduce the number ofmisrecorded
responses. The arrival time was redefined as the point in time
when the stylus first entered this sensitive area.

Participants performed three 1-h sessions of the Target ID
task, followed by a 1-h session of the Prime ID task, each
consisting of one practice block followed by 20 blocks of 30
trials.

Statistical methods One Target ID session of one participant
was lost due to equipment malfunction. Trials in the Target ID
task were excluded if arrival times were shorter than 100ms or
longer than 1,000 ms (1.07 % of trials). In addition, trials were
excluded when participants failed to respond or when they hit
one of the invalid target locations (1.07 % of trials in Target
ID, 4.16% in Prime ID). Otherwise, the data were treated as in
Experiment 1.

Results

The overall pattern of results differed strongly from that in
Experiment 1. First, the priming effects in all masking condi-
tions conformed to the chase criteria, such that the time course
of the trajectorial priming function was initially invariant, de-
pending only on the prime but not the mask characteristics.
Second, large priming effects were obtained even in the pres-
ence of masks, and even though the masks led to strong re-
ductions in prime identification performance. Our basic anal-
ysis consisted of an analysis of variance with the factors Con-
sistency (C) and Prime–Target SOA (S).

Target ID: No masks In the absence of masks, arrivals oc-
curred later in inconsistent than in consistent trials [FC(1, 7) =
178.83, p < .001], and inconsistent trials produced more re-
sponse errors [FC(1, 7) = 10.78, p = .013] (Figs. 8, 9 and 10,
left panels). These priming effects increased with increasing
prime–target SOA in arrival times [FC×S(3, 21) = 13.37, p <
.001], as well as in error rates [FC×S(3, 21) = 4.18, p = .018].
Error rates generally increased with increasing prime–target
SOA [FS(3, 21) = 3.32, p = .041].

The peak amplitude of the spatial priming effect [Fint(1, 7)
= 216.84, p < .001] was larger [FS(1, 7) = 12.19, p < .001] and
was reached later [FS(1, 7) = 8.77, p = .003] with increasing
prime–target SOAs (Fig. 10). All trajectorial priming
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functions shared the same initial time course, conforming to
the predictions for a rapid-chase process (cf. Fig. 2b). The
initial pointing response was thus controlled exclusively by
the prime and not influenced by the target information.

Target ID: Irrelevant masks In the following, note that be-
cause the masks were presented 17 ms before the targets, any
variation of prime–target SOA also changed the prime–mask
SOA. Also note that two of the prime–mask SOAs in Exper-
iment 2 were shorter than the SOA in Experiment 1 (either 17,
33, 50, or 67 ms, as compared to Exp. 1’s fixed 50 ms), ren-
dering the new experiment an even stricter test of the chase
criteria.

Priming effects were smaller than in the absence of masks,
but large priming effects were still obtained (Figs. 8, 9 and 10,
middle panels). The disruptive effect of the masks was thus

much smaller than in Experiment 1, even when the prime–
mask SOA was shorter. With response-irrelevant masks, ar-
rivals occurred later in inconsistent than in consistent trials
[FC(1, 7) = 102.89, p < .001], and inconsistent trials produced
more response errors [FC(1, 7) = 6.86, p = .034] (Fig. 9, mid-
dle panels). These priming effects were not significantly mod-
ulated by prime–target SOA. Error rates increased with in-
creasing prime–target SOA [FS(3, 21) = 7.56, p = .003]. The
peak amplitude of the spatial priming effect [Fint(1, 7) =
189.56, p < .001] was not significantly modulated by prime–
target SOA, but it was reached earlier at shorter prime–target
SOAs [FS(3, 21) = 4.56, p = .013] (Fig. 10, middle panel).

Target ID: Relevant masks With response-relevant masks,
arrivals occurred later in inconsistent than in consistent trials
[FC(1, 7) = 123.41, p < .001], and inconsistent trials produced

Fig. 8 Movement trajectories in Experiment 2, target identification task

Fig. 9 Arrival times (upper panels) and error rates (lower panels) in Experiment 2, target identification task
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more response errors [FC(1, 7) = 7.44, p = .029] (Fig. 9, right
panels). These priming effects increased with prime–target
SOA in arrival times [FC×S(3, 21) = 12.15, p < .001] as well
as in error rates [FC×S(3, 21) = 6.81, p = .002]. Error rates
generally increased with increasing prime–target SOA [FS(3,
21) = 4.57, p = .013]. The peak amplitude of the spatial prim-
ing effect [Fint(1, 7) = 120.24, p < .001] increased with prime–
target SOA [FS(3, 21) = 15.13, p < .001] and was reached
earlier with shorter prime–target SOAs [FS(3, 21) = 3.62, p
= .030] (Fig. 10).

To compare the different masking conditions, we per-
formed an additional analysis of variance with the factors
Mask Type (M) and Prime–Target SOA, with priming effects
on arrival times as the dependent variable. Priming effects
were significantly different for the different mask types
[FM(2, 14) = 33.99, p < .001] and increased with prime–target
SOA [FS(3, 21) = 29.63, p < .001], and a slight interaction
between the factors reflected the reduced slope of the priming
effect in the irrelevant-mask condition [FM×S(6, 42) = 2.25, p
< .057]. In the error rates, we found significant effects of mask
type and SOA, but no interaction. When the analysis was
restricted to the conditions with masks present, no main effect
of mask emerged, but a main effect of SOA was still present
[FS(3, 21) = 12.50, p = .002], and the interaction was more
pronounced [FM×S(3, 21) = 3.59, p = .031]. In the error rates,
only the main effect of SOAwas significant.

Direction-specific counterforce production To assess a pos-
sible effect of counterforce production in consistent trials, we
performed the same quartile split and integral test (area under
the negative-going part of the trajectorial priming function) as
in Experiment 1. The results are shown in Fig. 11, which
indicates that responses in the antiprime direction generally
do not occur in Quartiles 1–3, but some subtle negative-
going deflections appear in the slowest responses (Quartile
4). An analysis of variance with the factors Onset Quartile
(Q) and Prime–Target SOA revealed some evidence for sig-
nificant area effects in the no-mask and irrelevant-mask

conditions, but not in the relevant-mask condition [Fints(1,
7) = 4.78, 13.62, and 3.02, ps = .065, .008, and .126, respec-
tively]. In the no-mask condition, the area tended to increase
with quartile [FQ(3, 21) = 3.02, p = .053]. All of these effects
were small, relative to those in Experiment 1.

Prime ID Generally, prime discrimination performance was
best with masks absent, and worse for the relevant and irrele-
vant masks (Fig. 12). Logistic regression with the factors
Prime–Target SOA and Mask Type (standardized) confirmed
a significant effect of mask type, Wald’s χ2

M(1) = 182.87, p <
.001. Separate analyses of the three masking functions showed
that performance was different from chance in the no-mask
condition, χ2

int(1) = 376.92, p < .001, as well as in the
irrelevant-mask condition, χ2

int(1) = 15.87, p < .001, but not
in the relevant-mask condition, χ2

int(1) = 0.13, p = .929. The
SOA effects were nonsignificant in all three cases.

Discussion

Experiment 2 demonstrates that the task design and stimulus
set employed in Experiment 1 was able to produce regular,
positive response priming effects even under conditions of
strong backward masking: Priming was observed in many
conditions in which prime discrimination performance was
close to chance. The most important issue, however, was
whether the time course of priming would conform to the
chase criteria (T. Schmidt et al., 2006).

In the absence of masks, all of the chase criteria were met:
The onset time and initial direction of the pointing response
were determined by the prime, not the target; the target was
typically able to reverse the prime-driven response in
midflight; and most importantly, the initial time course of
the pointing response was invariant when time-locked to
prime onset. This pattern suggests that as long as only the
prime and target have to be considered, the initial time course
of the response is controlled exclusively by the prime and
independent of the onset time of the target.

Fig. 10 Trajectorial priming functions in Experiment 2, target identification task
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The chase criteria were also met when response-irrelevant
masks or response-relevant masks were presented. However,
the characteristics of the priming effects differed markedly
between relevant and irrelevant masks. One major difference
seems to have been that relevant masks reduced the priming
effects selectively at short SOAs, which was evident not only
in arrival times but also in spatial priming effects. This would
be expected if the antiprime elements in the mask triggered the

response opposite to that triggered by the prime—thereby
providing a quick thrust of incorrect response activation in
consistent trials, and an earlier start of correct response acti-
vation (effectively, a shorter prime–target SOA) in inconsis-
tent trials. When the prime–target SOA was long, the impact
of the mask on response times was expected to be weaker
because the prime has had more time to activate the response.

Under all masking conditions, the spatial priming functions
were tightly locked to prime onset, and because the SOA
between the mask and target was constant, the rapid-chase
pattern implies that the earliest priming effects were indepen-
dent of the onset time not only of the targets, but of the masks
as well. However, the presence of masks had a clearly detri-
mental effect on the time course of the spatial priming effect.
Whenever masks were present, responses in consistent trials
accelerated less rapidly, reached lower peak velocity, and
reached the correct target later than when masks were absent.
In inconsistent trials, detours in the incorrect direction were
less pronounced, ended sooner, and reached the correct target
sooner. Clearly, the masks were able to affect the ongoing
pointing response, supporting the notion that the masks have
an active role in the motor process after initiating a processing
sweep of their own (Jaśkowski, 2007a, b; Jaśkowski &
Ślósarek, 2007; Lleras & Enns, 2004). The ability of the
masks to reduce the ability to discriminate the prime cannot
explain its impact on the motor response, because that reduc-
tion was too strong: Large priming effects were still observed
when prime discrimination was close to chance level.

Fig. 11 Movement trajectories in Experiment 2 as a function of movement onset (quartiles: Q1–Q4). Only consistent trials are shown. Negative-going
trajectories indicate movement in the direction opposite both the prime and target

Fig. 12 Prime discrimination performance in Experiment 2
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There is a puzzling aspect of these data: The masks clearly
affect the early time course of the pointing movements, but
they do so without disturbing the rapid-chase properties. In a
feedforward system, this can only be explained by interfer-
ence between the masks and the prime before the masks them-
selves exert an influence on the response. This mechanism
might be explained in the same way that visual backward
masking is explained by a disruption of reentrant activity
(DiLollo, Enns, & Rensink, 2000; Lamme, Zipser, &
Spekreijse, 2002; cf. Bachmann, 1984, 2007). Specifically,
when a prime is presented without a mask, its feedforward
sweep is followed by a trail of consonant activity that is al-
ready based on recurrent processing. When a mask is present-
ed shortly after the prime, this trail of supplanting information
is cut short because the mask breaks the recurrent loop,
curtailing the effective duration of the prime signal and thus
reducing its signal strength. If this occurs before the mask’s
feedforward sweep starts to influence the motor response,
consistent and inconsistent primes would be affected identi-
cally, leaving the rapid-chase properties intact.

General discussion

Our aim in this studywas to get insight into the time courses of
response activation and inhibition in two complementary par-
adigms: response priming and the NCE. In particular, we
wanted to know whether the NCE can be explained as a strict
sequence of response activation and inhibition events time-
locked to the visual stimuli, and whether the NCE could be
explained with the same simple feedforward model suitable
for explaining response priming. Indeed, our data provide in-
sight into the time course of the NCE as compared to regular,
positive response priming. As has been shown in many previ-
ous studies, regular response priming is consistent with a sim-
ple feedforward model: Primes and targets elicit sequential
sweeps of feedforward activity that take control over the
pointing response in strict sequence. Therefore, primed
pointing movements conform to the chase criteria: Primes
initiate the response and have exclusive control over it for a
time depending on prime–target SOA before masks and tar-
gets start influencing the response. This is not the case in the
NCE: Right from the start of the overt movement, the response
is controlled jointly by prime, mask, and target information.
Purely sequential models are thus able to account for the pos-
itive response priming effect, but not for the NCE. In the
following, we describe the processes involved in the NCE. It
turns out that two important new findings have to be consid-
ered: (1) The presence of a massive inhibitory force in precise
counterdirection to the primed response; and (2) the integra-
tion of prime, mask, and target information over time, which
introduces a component of information persistence that has
not been considered by any previous theory of the effect.

Let us start from a general description of the regular re-
sponse priming process. The most successful models of re-
sponse priming (Mattler & Palmer, 2012; Schubert et al.,
2013; Vorberg et al., 2003) assume an accumulation of
stimulus-related evidence toward one of two response thresh-
olds: one associated with the correct response, the other with
the incorrect response. Consistent and inconsistent primes first
initiate accumulation toward the correct or incorrect response
threshold that continues for as long as the prime–target SOA
allows. Then, the target takes over the accumulation process
and drives it toward the correct response threshold. Errors
occur if an inconsistent prime is able to drive the process over
the incorrect threshold, which is more likely to happen at
longer prime–target SOAs. Consequently, we argue that in a
typical NCE experiment with long prime–target SOAs, the
response thresholds are likely to be high, leading to a time-
consuming accumulation process. These high thresholds are
necessary to avoid responding to the prime instead of the
target, which would incur an error rate of close to 50 %. High
response thresholds have three important consequences: They
keep down error rates, they delay responses, and they open the
system up for effects of information persistence.

The existence of information persistence in the NCE can be
inferred from two pieces of evidence: First, responses are
completed relatively long after prime onset (about 700 ms,
despite error rates of up to 20 %), and second, the initial
response is controlled jointly by the prime, mask, and target
information, in contrast to the strictly sequential response con-
trol observed in the regular response priming effect. (Indeed,
our analysis of response onset times in Exp. 1 showed that
participants always wait out the target and do not start their
responses before target onset.) Information persistence greatly
complicates any theoretical account of the NCE, because it
introduces a memory component: Instead of being triggered
by an incoming feedforward sweep, the response has to be
started out of a memory buffer.5 This buffer must contain at
least the following types of information: (1) prime informa-
tion, because the NCE depends on the identity of the prime,
and (2) mask information, because masks interfere with the
response process. It possibly also contains target information,
although the fact that arrival times relative to the target were
similar between Experiments 1 and 2 suggests that the re-
sponse is only delayed until the target’s feedforward sweep

5 Such a buffer is not necessarily a distinct boxological unit, but merely a
modeling device that accounts for the time difference between immediate
and delayed responses and describes the fates of the prime, mask, and
target information until the time of response onset. Its properties may all
be explained by information persistence in familiar parts of the
visuomotor system—for example, an integration phase in the buildup of
motor activity. Note that our notion of information persistence is similar
to Klauer and Dittrich’s (2010) idea that the information from prime,
mask, and target features is sampled during an Bevaluation window^
starting at mask onset. This entails the idea of information integration
over time and might be equivalent to assuming a short-term buffer.
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arrives. Previous research has shown that performing motor
responses out of memory can have a strong impact on the type
of processing involved (Goodale, 2011).

How would a memory buffer contribute to the NCE? At
the time of response onset, the buffer may hold prime fea-
tures (from primes and relevant masks), antiprime features
(from relevant masks), and neutral features not mapped to
any response (from irrelevant masks). Prime and antiprime
features bias the decision process toward the correct or
incorrect response, whereas neutral features dilute the im-
pact of response-relevant features. When the mask is ab-
sent, only prime information enters the buffer, and its ca-
pacity for priming the response to the target depends on the
yet unknown interplay of information accrual and decay in
the buffer. In any event, the buffer will promote positive
priming. In contrast, when the prime is followed by a
response-relevant mask, the buffer is filled with antiprime
features on top of prime features, and the priming ability of
the buffer depends on the relative strength of those features
at the end of the mask-target SOA. If antiprime features are
more prominent than prime features, negative priming en-
sues. Finally, when the prime is followed by a neutral mask,
the prime information is drowned out by neutral features
that are not mapped to any motor response, but the residue
may still lead to small positive priming effects. All of this
might be regarded as a memory variant of the object-
updating or active-mask accounts (Lleras & Enns, 2004;
Verleger et al., 2004).

But our findings clearly show that mask features only have
a modulatory influence on the NCE: The major driving force
of the effect is a massive, spatially directed response inhibition
of the primed response. This inhibition is time-locked to the
mask, is lifted by the onset of the target, does not seem to
depend on mask type or the state of visual attention, and is
almost absent when no masks are presented, suggesting that it
is basically a case of mask-triggered inhibition (Jaśkowski,
2007a; Jaśkowski & Przekoracka-Krawczyk, 2005). Impor-
tantly, this inhibitory component is large enough to explain
how any mask is able to abolish the large positive response
priming effect occurring when no mask is present. The effects
of mask features and of visual attention only seem tomodulate
what is left of the priming effect when response inhibition has
taken place. Mask features are able to give the residual effect a
small positive or negative bias, and visual attention can boost
these stimulus-driven priming effects, but the major work in
the NCE is done by thrust reversal of the prime-initiated
response.

Our findings shed new light on the previous evidence for
response inhibition in the NCE. Klauer and Dittrich (2010)
showed that an NCE can be obtained even in the absence of
any mask between prime and target, leaving only response
inhibition as a viable explanation. Similarly, Vorberg (2005)
has demonstrated an NCE with stimuli not containing any

antiprime features.6 He presented a small arrow as a prime,
followed by a metacontrast mask after an SOA of 70ms. After
the mask, a large arrow target at the same position was pre-
sented only in outline, so that it did not have any masking
effect itself. The trick of the experiment was in the variation
of the mask. The outer contour of the mask was always neu-
tral, but the inner cutout of the mask (leading to the
metacontrast masking of the prime) was either neutral or iden-
tical to the prime. For instance, if the prime pointed to the left,
it was followed by a mask of a neutral outline shape with a
central cutout also pointing to the left. Of course, such a mask
gives away the identity of the prime, but it contains no
antiprime features whatsoever. Control conditions without
primes separated the prime-induced effects from any effects
of the response-relevant mask. Crucially, Vorberg (2005)
found an NCE even in the absence of antiprime features,
ruling out any explanation solely in terms of an active-mask
or object substitution account. Note the similarity of those
findings to the paradoxical movements presented in Fig. 6.

Several of our findings are of methodological importance.
First, response inhibition does not seem able to influence the
response if the response occurs too quickly. Our findings sup-
port Ocampo and Finkbeiner’s (2013) conclusion that the
NCE is limited to the slower responses, and our estimate is
that response inhibition is in full force only as late as 400 ms
after mask onset. Any further insight into these inhibitory
mechanisms could only be gained by splitting responses by
their speed of onset, as was suggested by those authors. Sec-
ond, if priming effects are only evaluated at the time when the
response is complete (i.e., at the arrival or keypress time), the
most interesting phase of the effect is missed: the time when a
large response-activating force induced by the prime clashes
with a mask-triggered counterforce of about the same magni-
tude. Explaining the NCE not only requires explaining the net
priming effect remaining at the end, but the much more dra-
matic kinetic processes happening before. Third, our para-
digm liberates the NCE from the cramped confines of two-
interval yes–no keypress tasks. Our data show that an NCE
can be obtained without a predetermined mapping between
the identity of a single target and an associated response. In
our paradigm, once the spatial cue has been processed, the
task boils down to a two-alternative forced choice, but one
in which the correct target can be at one of ten possible loca-
tions. Because the set of conflicting responses has to be set up
on the fly upon processing of the cue, the NCE cannot depend
on a preestablished pair of stimulus–response channels.

What is the role of attention in the NCE? We found that
attention modulates the positive response-priming effect (F.

6 In an unpublished study that has been presented at several conferences.
A slideshow of this experiment (in the German language, but self-
explanatory) may be available from Dirk Vorberg, University of Münster,
Germany.
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Schmidt & Schmidt, 2010; T. Schmidt & Seydell, 2008) as
well as the NCE (Sumner et al., 2006). In our paradigm, spa-
tial selection of the cued locations is necessary to obtain a
spatially directed priming effect in the first place, and our
observation of such effects implies that spatial selection must
have taken place. However, this deployment of attention does
not seem to modulate the specific response inhibition compo-
nent that is mainly responsible for the NCE. It might be that
the magnitude of this inhibition is independent of attention.

Finally, what is the role of visual awareness in the NCE?
Both positive and reverse priming effects occur under condi-
tions of strong visual masking. For regular, positive response
priming, it has often been shown that motor activation by the
prime can remain intact when the prime cannot be discrimi-
nated above chance accuracy (e.g., F. Schmidt & Schmidt,
2010; Vorberg et al., 2003). Moreover, response priming can
vary independently of discrimination performance: Priming
can increase with prime–target SOA, while the ability to dis-
criminate the prime decreases (Albrecht, Klapötke, & Mattler,
2010; Mattler, 2003; Vorberg et al., 2003). The present data
suggest the same property for the NCE: It occurs under sub-
stantial masking (Verleger et al., 2004), as well as with clearly
visible primes (Jaśkowski, 2007b; Klauer & Dittrich, 2010),
and it seems to build up with increasing SOA, while prime
discrimination performance is decreasing. This double disso-
ciation between the priming effect and discrimination of the
prime strongly suggests that awareness of the prime cannot
explain the time course of the NCE (T. Schmidt, 2007; T.
Schmidt & Vorberg, 2006). It also suggests that response in-
hibition of the prime is not due to the mask’s ability to sup-
press visual awareness of the prime (Eimer & Schlaghecken,
1998, 2002, 2003; Schlaghecken& Eimer, 2002), but rather to
the motor processes induced by the masks (Jaśkowski, 2007a;
Jaśkowski & Przekoracka-Krawczyk, 2005).
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